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Sanding 

Innovative - 6 Disc drive plate creates the perfect surface for a Bona finish system. The six, 5” 
discs spin independently of each other, all but eliminating swirls and scratch marks, leaving the 
floor smooth and flat.   

 
Perfect for patterned and dark stained floors  

 
Great for removing chatter marks  

 
Uses 5” Velcro backed abrasives  

 
Comes standard with six 1/4” Interface Pads for detailed, specie specific sanding on uneven 
surfaces 

 
Sanding Options 

 

Use without interface pad for all species with flat surfaces 

 

Use ¼” pad for uneven surfaces or softer, more open grain species 

 

Use ½” pad for uneven surfaces on tighter, harder species (sold separately)     

Item# #/Case Lbs./Case 
AS0312520 1 9  

Bona® 5” Abrasive Disc 
Bona has developed a line of 5”, 8 hole abrasive discs. These discs are not only designed for the 
Bona Multidisc drive plate but also work on most 5” random orbit sanders  

 

Silicone carbide grit won’t leave harsh scratch patterns in the floor 

 

Uses same backing as edger disc for longer life and stability over standard 5” random orbit 
paper 

 

Siafast backing for easy chowie out 

 

Available in grits 36, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120 

 

8 hold pattern is compatible with most random orbit sanders 

 

Bona Multidisc Interface Pads can be used to drive the 5” disc on floors where some 
contouring is needed    

Item#      Grit #/Box #/Case Lbs./Case  
AAS170015400036    36 25 100 4.5  
AAS170015400040    40 50 200 5.4 
AAS170015400060    60 50 200 5.3 
AAS170015400080    80 50 200 5.3 
AAS170015400100    100 50 200 5.3 
AAS170015400120    120 50 200 5.3     

Bona Interface Pads  

These innovative pads, available in ¼” and ½” size, allow for specie specific sanding where 
surfaces may be uneven. The ¼” pad gives a perfect, clean look on more open grain, and softer 
species like red and white oaks, pine, fir, etc. The ½” pad makes sanding harder, tighter grained 
species easier like Brazilian cherry, IPE, Tigerwood, etc, leaving the cleanest, smoothest surface.  

 

Use ¼” pad, where contouring is needed, on softer, more open grain species 

 

Use ½” pad, where contouring is needed, on harder, tighter grained species     

Item#      Size #/Box #/Case Lbs./Case 
AAS472100008      ¼” 6 24 2.1 
AAS45578523000      ½” 6 24 2.6      
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